Parrett, 2009
U.S. Geological Survey internal document
Recommended revised estimate of Jan. 1862 peak discharge on
American River at Fair Oaks gage (USGS 11446500)
This internal USGS document recommended the USGS provide "our best estimate of the 1862 flood peak
at Fair Oaks (gage) in the USGS Peak Flow File." The thinking behind the recommendation is explained.
An email from Parrett in 2016 with additional explanation is also included as the first two pages of the
PDF.
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Internal USGS document recommending that USGS provide "our best estimate of the 1862 flood
peak at Fair Oaks (gage) in the USGS Peak Flow File." (Dec. 31, 2009)
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Subject: Re: Looking for documents on peak discharge in American River in Jan. 1862
From: "O'Neil, Christine" <csoneil@usgs.gov>
Date: 9/1/2016 1:38 PM
To: <gary@cepsym.org>
CC: Christine O'Neil <csoneil@usgs.gov>
Good afternoon,
Attached is Chuck's documentation that he mentioned in email.
Thanks,
Chris

Chris O'Neil
Hydrologic Technician
USGS California Water Science Center
916-278-3164
fax 916-278-3190

On Wed, Aug 31, 2016 at 2:38 PM, charles parre <chuckparre @yahoo.com> wrote:
Hi Gary,

Yes, retirement is nice, but I do miss working on flood hydrology. As to the USGS estimate of the 1862 flood, I had
access to an old unpublished USGS paper that showed a partial rating curve for the old stone stable site near
Folsom. As I recall, it showed peak flood elevations for the 1862, 1907, and a couple more early day floods on the
American River. Discharges were available for the 1907 and the other early floods, but not for the 1862 flood. A
rating curve shows flood elevations plotted against flood discharge, and at USGS gage locations typically there
are many plotted points through which a smooth log-log curve can be drawn. For a flood whose peak elevation
exceeds any other point on the rating curve (like the 1862 flood at the stone stable site) the plotted curve can
usually be extended on a straight-line basis to provide an estimate of the discharge corresponding to the known
flood elevation.
At this old site near Folsom, there were only a few measured elevations with known discharges, so I am calling it
only a partial rating curve. I fit a straight line through the logs of the elevations and discharges and used that a
basis for the estimated discharge for 1862. The documentation for my analysis is probably skimpy, I am afraid, but
I recall that I left that information with Chris O'Neil at the Sacramento Water Science Center office. Chris was in
charge of placing flood information into the USGS Peak Flow file, which is where you obtained the information
about the estimated 1862 peak discharge and how it was estimated from the rating curve extension. Chris's phone
number and email (I'm not sure whether she has retired yet or not) are 916-278-3164 and csoneil@usgs.gov. I am
sending Chris a copy of this email to give her a heads-up about the info you are seeking. Good luck!
Chuck

From: Gary Estes <gary@cepsym.org>
To: Chuck Parrett <chuckparrett@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2016 12:48 PM
Subject: Looking for documents on peak discharge in American River in Jan. 1862

Chuck,
Hope this finds you enjoying retirement. I am working on collecting historic documents used to estimate the peak
discharge on American River in Jan. 1862. I remember you worked at USGS on estimating the 1862 peak
discharge from historic documents.
Can you help me locate the document identified on the USGS website as follows: "discharge, 318,000 ft³/s,
estimated, from rating curve extended above 163,000 ft³/"s?
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Where would I look for the "rating curve" at USGS?
I found at the National Archives in San Bruno a cross-section of the American River in the "Folsom canyon" beside
the Folsom State Prison located at the Stockton and Coover stone stable foundation (unfortunately no longer
there due to Folsom Dam construction). The cross-section shows the high water elevations for the 1862 and 1907 floods at the
stone stable and "USGS datum" is noted on the drawing.

The document also had are two pictures of the high water marks from 1862 and 1907 flood events at the Stockton
and Coover stone stable foundation. The pictures show high water elevations for 1862 and 1907 floods based on
USGS elevation.
Also there is a picture looking from the stable foundation across the American River "showing the character of river
bed."
This has been an interesting journey so far and more to discover.
Thank you for any help you can provide.
Gary
Gary Estes
Coordinator
California Extreme Precipitation Symposium (CEPSYM)
Ph. 530-889-9025
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